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Carl loves treasure hunting with his grandma around the
neighbourhood and finding things abandoned by people. One
day he finds an old suitcase which contains a piece of a chalk, a
clay bird, a slingshot and a teddy bear. To his surprise, the bear
starts talking to him. It turns out that he can talk with children.
How long has he been in the suitcase? Why is he called
Elephant? Where is his owner?

A beautiful story about friendship with no time limits, about
taking up challenges and dealing with loss of the ones we love.
The artistic illustrations make it a perfect present for someone.

CARL AND HIS TEDDY CALLED 
ELEPHANT

Author: Katarzyna Pruszkowska

Illustrations: Monika Rejkowska

4+

Hardcover

48

195x240 mm

PLN 26,99 (c.a. EUR 6,2)

All rights available
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Molly is a shy four-year-old who has a toy alpaca named Lucy.
Due to Molly’s great imagination, she creates her own
extraordinary reality. When the adults are not around, the toys
come to life and the girl with her alpaca have incredible
adventures! It is Lucy who is braver and so she helps Molly not
to be scared of flying on a magic carpet or fighting with pirates.

Richly illustrated book presents a fantastic world which helps
children inspire their imagination. Two main characters are very
different and its easy to identify with them. The stories teach
good values, such as to tolerate others, to understand problems
of other people, to be helpful and empathetic.

MOLLY AND LUCY

Author: Kasia Keller

Illustrations: Justyna Karaszewska

4+

Hardcover

48

195x240 mm

PLN 24,99 (c.a. EUR 5,8)

All rights are available

The Unicorn’s Escape
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Taking a bath is lots of fun! You can play with toys,
make a beard out of foam or pretend to be a
merdmaid! And Jenny’s mum even knows how to wash
her daughter’s hair without getting the shampoo into
her eyes.

Sunday morning is the best time of the week!
Nobody’s in rush, and the whole family, mum, dad,
Stan and Jenny, have time to eat together, talk, laugh,
hug each other and say nice things. It’s wonderful to
spend time with the people we love.

JENNY KNOTTY

Author: Barbara Supeł

Illustrations: Agata Łuksza

1+ 190x190 mm

PLN 14,90 (c.a. EUR 3,5)

All rights available

Jenny Knotty takes a bath

Jenny Knotty says nice things

24

Padded cover

While listening to stories about Stan and his two-year-old sister, Jenny,
children have a chance to get familiar with difficult topics and discuss
them. Large, funny illustrations clearly depict emotions so that the
youngest readers are able to identify with the main characters.
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The apartment of the Knotty family gets a bit crowded. The
parents start to search for a new house to move into. Stan is
excited because he will get his own room! But he also feels
anxious – everything there will be different: new flat, new
neighbours, new friends and new neighbourhood.

Richly illustrated series about first experiences for preschoolers.
Each book deals with a different situation that evokes strong
feelings and emotions, such as fear (going to the doctor), joy
(getting a puppy), anxiety (moving to another house), etc.

STAN KNOTTY

Author: Barbara Supeł

Illustrations: Agata Łuksza

4+

Hardcover

48

195x240 mm

PLN 19,90 (c.a. EUR 4,5)

Slovak

The move
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It turns out that in order to learn a good story, you don’t have to
travel to the other side of the world. Sometimes all it takes is to
knock on your neighbour’s door.

Madeleine and Chris get to know Anna and Joseph, the owners
of the grocery store. They close is for winter time because that’s
when they travel to exotic countries. But in other seasons one
can find there more than potates and onions.

• A new series by Justyna Bednarek, a bestselling and critically
acclaimed author of children’s books

• Each book presents different proffession to young readers

Good Little Town

Author: Justyna Bednarek

Illustrations: Agata Dobkowska

6+

Hardcover

64

128x198 mm

PLN 19,90 (c.a. EUR 4,7)

All rights available

Vegetables from a trip
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Can a bedbug, who loves crime stories, become a spy and expose a gang of
toy mice? Can a spider make friends with a retired dancer and become his
student? And what if a furniture beetle living in the wooden stage of a
theatre found out that he could be a talented actor? Even a small bug can
change his life and become a star because, as they say, the biggest insect
was a larva once.

• A funny story about the heroes of everyday life

• An inspirational story of making dreams come true which kids will love

• Lovely illustrations nicely depict the passionate insects

GREAT INSECTS

Author: Barbara Supeł

Illustrations: Roksana Robok

6+

Harcover

208

170x240 mm

PLN 39,99 (c.a. EUR 9,3)

All rights available

The stories of how insects spread their wings
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It is a charming story inpired by the Slavic tradition about the
gnomes who live beneath the earth. The tale is told accordingly
to the rhythm of nature and it is divided into four parts which
reflect four seasons: winter, spring, summer and autumn.
Thanks to the advetures of the gnomes, the reader learns about
some folklore customs characteristic for the Slavic nations.

• The readers gain some ethnographic knowledge about Slavic
customs by reading the story

• Artistic illustrations wonderfully depict the spirit of folklore
tradition

TALE ABOUT GNOMES

Author: Barbara Supeł

Illustrations: Agnieszka Sozańska

6+

Hardcover

48

250x290 mm

PLN 32,99 (c.a. EUR 7,7)

All rights available

Which woke up for spring and went back

to sleep in autumn
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It is obvious that Brad Luck’s life has to be unfortunate. The
mere fact that his parents named him Brad Luck doomed him to
have bad luck. At least that’s what he claims. Being a typical
teenager, he claims that any unsignificant failure is the end of
the world and that his social life is over forever.

Humourous stories and enjoyable comic like illustrations make
the readers root for Brad in school, at home and with friends.
The boy faces situations that all teenagers are familiar with.

B(R)AD LUCK

Author: Kasia Keller

Illustrations: Tomasz Kopka

9+

Paperback

192

128x198 mm

PLN 24,99 (c.a. EUR 5,8)

All rights available

Doomed to failure
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Misia and her grandad Ted go for a trip to a forest. They
walk around and admire the beauty of the nature.
They visit the bison sanctuary and the girl’s gift is useful
again – she will be able to help some forest animal
again.

Meet Misia – a young vet who helps her little patients in a
magical clinic. This five-year-old girl is gifted with an
amazing skill – she understands animals’ language.

Misia and her little patients is a bestselling series of
heartwarming stories with adorable illustrations that
children are bound to fall in love with. Each volume
contains three stories in which Misia helps different
animals. Perfect for bedtime reading!

MISIA AND HER LITTLE PATIENTS

Author: Aniela Cholewińska-Szkolik

Illustrations: Agnieszka Filipowska

4+ 195x240 mm

PLN 19,90 (c.a. EUR 4,8)

Czech, Slovak, Romanian, Russian, Greek

Bison’s land

48

Paperback
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Six female writers present inspiring stories about six
teenage girls who have one thing in common – it’s their
inner strength. It helps them to deal with reality that they
find themselves in, which is sometimes very surprising.

The short stories present such topics as toxic relations,
LGBT+, seeking the inner strength, fighting against the
system and there is even a paranormal crime story.

• unique stories written from the point of view of teenage
girls

• inspiring short stories for young fans of Margaret Atwood

STRONG

15+

Paperback

240

128x198 mm

PLN 32,99 (c.a. EUR 7,6)

All rights available

The view of six female writers on strong girls
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Pola receives a gift from a mysterious man in an
African market. It is a music box which enables her
to travel to incredible and far places. She is going to
travel through the continent along with her friend
Kheri in order to solve the mystery of a lost
photography. Will they make it?

• Book written by the author of the best-selling series
Misia and her little patients

• Story of friendship, dance, long travels and making
dreams come true

• Each story has a positive and valuable message

POLA’S MUSIC BOX

Author: Aniela Cholewińska-Szkolik

Illustrations: Beata Żurawska

6+ 165x215 mm

PLN 22,90 (c.a. EUR 5,3)

All rights available

Lost photography

128

Hardcover
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Illustrated non-fiction book about the strangest phobias in
the world! In a witty way the author explains the difference
between fear and phobia, shows that some phobias are
universal and other are specific for a certain country. The
books describes where phobias come from and why some
people have them.

• Topic is presented via infographics

• It shows people’s phobias but in a non-judgmental way

• Interesting subject for young readers

THE STRANGEST PHOBIAS
Author: Marcin Przewoźniak

Illustrations: Artur Gulewicz

9+ 250x290 mm

PLN 32,90 (c.a. EUR 7,6)

All rights available256

Hardcover
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Tappi the viking and his friend Giggle have some new
incredible adventures! Tappi will save his friend’s party which
was interrupted by heavy rain, tame a grumpy gnome,
organize a forest cleanup and many more!

• The new volume of the best-selling series about the nicest
viking of all

• Each story has a positive message for children

• It has beautiful illustrations

TAPPI THE VIKING

Author: Marcin Mortka

Illustrations: Marta Kurczewska

4+ 195x240 mm

PLN 24,90 (c.a. EUR 5,8)

Russian, Czech, Estonian48

Hardcover

Mysterious guest
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Jenny, Hannah and Peter go on a trip to the girls’ grandma. 

They learn a story of an old windmill which is supposed to be 

haunted. There have been several burglaries in the 

neighbourhood recently. Are those things related? The children

decide to check it and start their own investigation. 

• This crime story for children has an intriguing plot, lots of 
action and suspense

• The characters are easy to identify with

HAUNTED WINDMILL
Author: Agnieszka Płoszaj

Illustrated by: Agata Łuksza

9+

Paperback

200

128x198 mm

PLN 26,90 (c.a. EUR 6,25)

All rights available
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The book contains relaxing and soothing excercises which
develop imagination, reduce tension and stress. Children
listening to those stories calm down and travel in their
mind to beautiful and serene places, such as forest, beach
near the sea and cosmos.

The book is comprised of short stories and some related to
them tasks which help children work with their breath and
bodies.

• wonderful method for children to deal with stress of
everyday life and a way to calm down

• unique book in the market

IMAGINATION

4+

Hardcover

32

250x290 mm

PLN 32,99 (c.a. EUR 7,6)

All rights available

Relaxing excercises for children

Author: Anna Olejnik Illustrated by: Ewelina Kolk
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In Harmony with Nature

6+

Paperback

80+2 with stickers

210x250 mm

c.a. 5,5 EUR

All rights available

• New books from the series about respecting our

environment: I care about nature and I recycle

• The books emphasise how we influence the 

environment by our daily activities

• They teach children in an easy way how to take 

care of our planet and the environment

• The readers learn about nature via fun tasks, 

such as drawing, mazes or trivia questions
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How do draw it?

Illustrated by: Anna Wawak

6+

Paperback

48

210x250 mm

c.a. 2,7 EUR

All rights available

• They show how to draw a picture step by step

• There are easier and more complicated pictures

• It helps develop motoric skills

• Great fun for younger and older children
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Discover the amazing world and decorate it with stickers!

• Set of colourful books with big illustrations and lots of 
stickers. 

• The child discovers wild animals, fascinating dinosaurs, 
exciting car races and wonderful horses. 

• There’s some trivia on each page.

• The illustrations are to be decorated with the stickers
in any place the child wants. 

Decorate with stickers

4+

Paperback

32

238x305 mm

PLN 16,99 (c.a. EUR 4) 

All rights available

Fine illustrations by Ewelina Protasewicz
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❖ Goldilocks and the Three Bears

❖ Wolf and Seven Young Goats

❖ Hansel and Gretel

❖ Beauty and Beast

Lovely and funny adaptations of the classic fairytales. 
Due to the pictures inserted in the text, the reader
may participate in reading by saying the missing words. 

The tasks which are connected to the story are 
entertaining and may help practicing such skills as 
listening, understanding the plot and developing 
manual skills. 

Read and Solve

4+

Paperback

24

200x288 mm

PLN 11,99 (c.a. EUR 2,8) 

All rights available

Fine illustrations by Agata Dobkowska
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Those lovely rhyming stories can be read in so many
ways! Make your own version choosing the appropriate
lines and create a funny creature mixing the elements.
This is a wonderful title for children to read, look at and
play with.

• lots of fun for children and their parents

• big illustrations and boardbook pages perfect for
small hands to play with

RHYMING STORIES

4+

Hardcover

18

190x300 mm

PLN 32,99 (c.a. EUR 7,6)

All rights available

Jobs and Tales

Illustrated by: Małgorzata Detner






